ErgoPlus
The all-inclusive ergonomic package
✓✓ Best possible adjustment to body size
✓✓ Supports the body in every position
✓✓ For any work situation
ErgoPlus offers all the ergonomic features you would expect in a good
office chair, with the exception of being designed as a good workplace
chair. Besides the outstanding ergonomic features, the requirements of industrial and technical working environments for the materials and construction of the chair are well taken into account. The All-inclusive ergonomic
package ensures that it suits every single person and every single workplace situation, without having to make any compromise at all.
Especially well suited for long lasting work with minor movements, where
is a need for a large support area and open angle between the hip and
upper torso. Ideal for example to R&D departments and semi-technical
environments such as quality assurance and engineering.
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weight regulation

Seat tilt
adjustment

Seat height
adjustment

Backrest height
adjustment

Seat depth
adjustment

Optional
armrests on
page 9

ErgoPlus 40 BL
Description
Upholstery
Code

ErgoPlus 40 BL ESD

ErgoPlus 40 AL

ErgoPlus 40 AL ESD

With soft dual-wheel safety castors (conductive with ESD versions) with load-sensitive brakes
Black fabric

Black fabric ESD

Artificial leather

Artificial leather ESD

C40BL

C40BL-ESD

C40AL

C40AL-ESD

Supplied by Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - Call 01752 690622 - Email sales@mipl.uk

Ergo and ErgoPlus ESD features
✓✓ Aluminium base
✓✓ Conductive backrest shell, upholstery, plastics and coating
✓✓ Typical discharge resistance of 10₆ Ω
ESD protection is regulated by European standard EN 61340, which is designed to help users select appropriate protective
measures. In regards of workplace chairs, the standard says: “The resistance to the point of contact with the floor of any parts
of the seat that could come into contact with the user’s body during standard use must be <1010 Ω.”
Discharge resistance

Acc. to EN 61340-5-4

Workplace chair

< 1010 Ω

Surface resistance

Acc. to EN 61340-5-4

Workplace chair

-

Treston ESD chairs
10 ₆ Ω
Treston ESD chairs
10 ₆ Ω

Accessories and spare parts
For your safety: Did you know that according to standard DIN 68877, any chair with seat height over 650 mm needs to
have glides and a foot ring for safety reasons? That’s why our high chair models are equipped with glides and a foot ring as
a standard.

High glides

Castors

Stop&Go castors

Armrests ARE

Armrests ARE-ESD

Armrests ARN

Foot ring

Product

Code

Code ESD

Description

High glide set

CGLIH

CGLIH-ESD

Abrasion-resistant plastic glides have large surface area and offer superb level of
stability. The glides can be retrofitted to all our chairs.

Soft castor set for hard floor

CSCAS

CSCAS-ESD

Hard castor set for soft floor

CHCAS

Dual-wheel safety castors are equipped with load-sensitive brakes, which means that
the castors will brake when unloaded. As a standard, we supply soft castors for hard
CHCAS-ESD floors, but hard castors for soft floors needs to be ordered separately.

Soft Stop&Go castor set
for hard floors

CSTOP

CSTOP-ESD

3D armrests for
Ergo and ErgoPlus

ARE

4D ESD armrests for
Ergo ESD and ErgoPlus ESD

In case the high chair needs to be moved around the workplace, Stop&Go castors
will provide the safe solution. These castors will brake as soon as they are loaded, but
when not loaded, the chair is easy to move around.
Adjustment of height and width with possibility to swivel.

ARE-ESD

Adjustment of height, width and depth with possibility to swivel.

4D armrests for
Neon

ARN

ARN-ESD

Adjustment of height, width and depth with possibility to swivel.

Chrome-plated foot ring

CRING

CRING

Foot ring can also be retrofitted to our lower chair models by attaching it to the chair
column. Can be used on both ESD and non-ESD models. The height can be easily
adjusted without any tools.
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Neon
New generation workplace chair
✓✓ All the same adjustments and features as in ErgoPlus
✓✓ In addition changeable upholstery and flex strip for protection
of the chair and its environment

Neon chair consists of two elements: the chair element with base
and mechanism and the upholstery element. This offers many
advantages, such as sustainability, flexibility, individuality and
economy, which the changeable upholstery provides.
Neon is the new generation workplace chair. Simple production
jobs are increasingly being replaced by tasks that are more
complicated. Similarly, office and manufacturing workplaces
are merging closer and closer together, and demands on the
workplace are increasing. Neon combines ergonomic and
functional characteristics to meet the demands of modern industrial
workplaces.
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Seat tilt
adjustment
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adjustment
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Neon 50
Description
Upholstery
Code

Neon 50

Neon 50 ESD

Neon 50 ESD

With soft dual-wheel safety castors (conductive with ESD versions) with load-sensitive brakes
Black fabric,
grey flex strip

Black fabric,
orange flex strip

Black fabric ESD,
grey flex strip

Black fabric ESD,
orange flex strip

C50BL-G

C50BL-O

C50BL-G-ESD

C50BL-O-ESD
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